
You are good enough, so … 

Trust your crazy ideas! 
 

“Here's to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The 

troublemakers. The round pegs in the square holes. The 

ones who see things differently. They're not fond of 

rules. And they have no respect for the status quo. You 

can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify 

them. About the only thing you can't do is ignore them. 

Because they change things. They push the human race 

forward. And while some may see them as the crazy 

ones, we see genius. Because the people who are crazy 

enough to think they can change the world, are the 

ones who do.”  

 

I love it! It was originally quoted by Rob Siltanen and then narrated by Steve Jobs, along with an 

inspiring video and accompanying music, as an advert for Apple’s ‘Think Differently’ message in 

1997. Look around you. Look at the world. Look at the mind-blowing developments, inventions, 

buildings, artwork, businesses, technology and achievements … where did they come from? 

Each incredible accomplishment started as an idea … maybe even a crazy idea! 

 

If you haven’t seen the movie ‘Jobs’ … it’s about Steve Jobs, his vision for and the creation of 

Apple Computers. It all started as a crazy idea! In fact Steve Jobs was known for many crazy 

ideas and if it wasn’t for him … we wouldn’t have Apple computers, iTunes, iPods, iPhones, 

iWatches, iPads or any of the other i’s that I’m sure will impact the world. Think about your life 

today without these devices … can you imagine it? 

 

In fact think about your TV, your car, running water, aeroplanes, shoes, toothpicks, electricity, 

glass, multi-level buildings and any of the other things that we now take for granted. Everything 

that is now common-place was once a crazy idea. Can you imagine the response when that first 

person said, ‘I’m going to invent a flying machine’? What do you think was said to the person who 

declared, ‘I am going to develop a way to send mail electronically’? What do you think people 

thought was the psychological state of the Chinese person who decided and announced that 

the Great Wall of China would be built? All were considered crazy. But never forget this line from 

the quote above … those crazy enough to think they can change the world are the ones who do. 

 

What’s the only difference between those people who had a crazy idea - which is now reality - 

and those who just have a crazy idea? The difference is trust, belief and action! Those who 

achieved … trusted themselves, believed that their idea had relevance and took deliberate and 

focussed action until their crazy idea was a reality.  No matter how long it took. Most people 

who have a crazy idea … doubt themselves, get wrong advice from clueless people and then 

talk themselves out of even trying. Have you ever heard yourself saying, ‘It’s too hard, I’m not 

good enough, that’s a crazy idea, it won’t sell, I’m too busy, I’m worried about what others will 

think, I don’t think I’m up to it and I’m not qualified’? Why? Why not just trust yourself? It’s just as 

easy to trust that you can as it is to expect that you can’t. 

 

 



How do you really know you can’t? 
In my life, and as I look back, the two things I’m most proud of are the craziest ideas I’ve ever 

had and the most illogical decisions I’ve ever made … to play professional football and become 

a published author. I’m not going to bore you again with the stories … I do, however, want to 

highlight my thought process. I didn’t spend any time trying to work out whether I could be a 

professional footballer or a published author. That was wasted time and energy because … how 

would I know if I’d never done either before? So, when I set my goal and got into action, it 

wasn’t because I thought I could … it was because I didn’t know that I couldn’t! I trusted myself 

enough to have a go … just have a go! 

 

There are so many brilliant and talented people in the world who will never achieve the things 

they want in their life because they don’t trust their crazy ideas … please don’t be one of them. 

If the thought of a crazy idea scares you – as it should – then start with one not so crazy … but 

start! You’ve got an idea of something you want … haven’t you? Okay, so as you consider 

whether it’s a sensible idea or not, ask yourself this question; ‘Do I absolutely, logically, physically, 

factually and categorically know that I cannot achieve it?’ If the answer to that question is ‘no’, 

then ask yourself this question … ‘why wouldn’t I just give it a go?’ 

 

Do you want to run a marathon? Is it a crazy idea? Do you 

absolutely, physically, factually, logically and categorically know 

that you can’t do it? Of course not … so give it a go. Find 

someone to help you prepare and take the necessary action and 

you will turn that crazy idea into an amazing reality … one step 

at a time. 

 

Do you want to become a wildly successful published author? 

What evidence do you have to prove that you absolutely, 

physically, factually, logically and categorically can’t do it? None 

…right? So why not have a crack at it? Find someone to help 

you, make a plan, start writing and keep going until you are 

holding that book in your hands … one word at a time. 

 

Have you got an idea that could revolutionise the world and make you a multi-millionaire? Does 

it sound extra crazy to you? Good! Again ask yourself and honestly answer … ‘Do I absolutely, 

physically, factually, logically and categorically know that I can’t do it? How could you? If that is 

the case … why not just get started? Trust in your idea, believe in yourself, find a positive 

mentor, get a plan together, get into action and keep going until you are lying on a deck chair 

on your private yacht sipping a Pina Colada … one day at a time. 

 

There really is no such thing as a crazy idea, there are only ideas. You 

just need to look back through history to see the millions and millions 

of seemingly crazy ideas that are now no longer ideas but are amazing 

reality. That being the case … why not you and your idea? There is no 

way for you to know that you can’t achieve it and only one way to find 

out if you can … give it a go. Believe it can be done, take the action 

steps required, keeping going no matter how you feel or what others 

are saying and, most importantly, trust your crazy idea and remember 

… the people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, 

are the ones who do.”  
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